Who Becomes A Terrorist And Why The
Psychology And Sociology Of Terrorism
Eventually, you will enormously discover a further experience and execution by spending more cash.
nevertheless when? accomplish you believe that you require to acquire those all needs following
having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to comprehend even more on the subject of the globe, experience,
some places, gone history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your enormously own mature to work reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy
now is Who Becomes A Terrorist And Why The Psychology And Sociology Of Terrorism
below.

Psychology of Terrorism - 2007
In compiling this annotated bibliography on the
psychology of terrorism, the author has defined
terrorism as "acts of violence intentionally
perpetrated on civilian noncombatants with the
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

goal of furthering some ideological, religious or
political objective." The principal focus is on
nonstate actors. The task was to identify and
analyze the scientific and professional social
science literature pertaining to the psychological
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and/or behavioral dimensions of terrorist
behavior (not on victimization or effects). The
objectives were to explore what questions
pertaining to terrorist groups and behavior had
been asked by social science researchers; to
identify the main findings from that research;
and attempt to distill and summarize them
within a framework of operationally relevant
questions. To identify the relevant social science
literature, the author began by searching a
series of major academic databases using a
systematic, iterative keyword strategy, mapping,
where possible, onto existing subject headings.
The focus was on locating professional social
science literature published in major books or in
peer-reviewed journals. Searches were
conducted of the following databases October
2003: Sociofile/Sociological Abstracts, Criminal
Justice Abstracts (CJ Abstracts), Criminal Justice
Periodical Index (CJPI), National Criminal Justice
Reference Service Abstracts (NCJRS), PsycInfo,
Medline, and Public Affairs Information Service
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(PAIS). Three types of annotations were
provided for works in this bibliography: Author's
Abstract -- this is the abstract of the work as
provided (and often published) by the author;
Editor's Annotation -- this is an annotation
written by the editor of this bibliography; and
Key Quote Summary -- this is an annotation
composed of "key quotes" from the original
work, edited to provide a cogent overview of its
main points.
Women and Terrorism - Jamille Bigio
2019-05-23
Extremist groups rely upon women to gain
strategic advantage, recruiting them as
facilitators and martyrs while also benefiting
from their subjugation. Yet U.S. policymakers
overlook the roles that women play in violent
extremism--including as perpetrators,
mitigators, and victims--and rarely enlist their
participation in efforts to combat radicalization.
This omission puts the United States at a
disadvantage in its efforts to prevent terrorism
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globally and within its borders. Women fuel
extremists' continued influence by advancing
their ideology online and by indoctrinating their
families. New technology allows for more
sophisticated outreach, directly targeting
messages to radicalize and recruit women. It
also provides a platform on which female
extremists thrive by expanding their recruitment
reach and taking on greater operational roles in
the virtual sphere. The failure of counterterrorist
efforts to understand the ways in which women
radicalize, support, and perpetrate violence
cedes the benefit of their involvement to
extremist groups. Omitting women from
terrorism prevention efforts also forfeits their
potential contributions as mitigators of
extremism. Women are well positioned to detect
early signs of radicalization, because
fundamentalists often target women's rights
first. As security officials, women provide
insights and information that can be mission
critical in keeping the peace. And because of
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their distinctive access and influence, women
are crucial antiterrorism messengers in schools,
religious institutions, social environments, and
local government. Overlooking the contributions
women can make to prevent extremism renders
the United States less secure. Many extremist
groups promote an ideology that classifies
women as second-class citizens and offers
strategic and financial benefits through women's
subjugation. Boko Haram, the Islamic State, alQaeda, al-Shabab, and other groups use sexual
violence to terrorize populations into
compliance, displace civilians from strategic
areas, enforce unit cohesion among fighters, and
even generate revenue through trafficking.
Suppressing women's rights also allows
extremists to control reproduction and harness
female labor. U.S. government policy and
programs continue to underestimate the
important roles women can play as perpetrators,
mitigators, or targets of violent extremism. The
Donald J. Trump administration should take
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steps to help the United States and its allies
respond effectively to the security threat posed
by violent extremism and advance U.S. peace
and stability.
The Psychology of Terrorism - Neil Shortland
2020-10-08
What is terrorism? Can anyone be radicalized?
How can we respond to terrorist acts? The
Psychology of Terrorism seeks to explain why
some acts of violence are considered terrorism
and others are not, and why some individuals
may be more susceptible to engaging in radical
terrorist behavior. Debunking myths and lazy
stereotypes, the book delves into some of the
most shocking atrocities of our times to discuss
the complex and varied psychological
characteristics of individual terrorists, organized
groups, and their acts. Whilw there is no simple
solution, The Psychology of Terrorism shows us
that a growing reverse radicalization movement
and modern interventionist techniques can give
us hope for the future.
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

Blood That Cries Out From the Earth - James
Jones 2008-04-11
As both a clinical psychologist and an authority
on comparative religion, James W. Jones is
uniquely qualified to address the increasingly
urgent issue of religious terrorism. Research on
the psychology of violence shows that several
factors work to make ordinary people turn "evil."
Authoritarian religion or "fundamentalism,"
Jones shows, is a particularly rich source of such
ideas and feelings, which he finds throughout
the writings of Islamic jihadists. Jones notes that
not every adherent of an authoritarian group will
turn to violence, and he shows how theories of
personality development can explain why certain
individuals are easily recruited.
The Psychology of Terrorism - John G. Horgan
2014-06-16
This new edition of John Horgan's critically
acclaimed book is fully revised and expanded.
The book presents a critical analysis of our
existing knowledge and understanding of
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terrorist psychology. Despite the on-going
search for a terrorist pathology, the most
insightful and evidence-based research to date
not only illustrates the lack of any identifiable
psychopathology in terrorists, but demonstrates
how frighteningly 'normal' and unremarkable in
psychological terms are those who engage in
terrorist activity. By producing a clearer map of
the processes that impinge upon the individual
terrorist, a different type of terrorist psychology
emerges, one which has clearer implications for
efforts at countering and disrupting violent
extremism in today's world. In this 2nd edition,
Horgan further develops his approach to the arc
of terrorism by delving deeper into his IED
model of Involvement, Engagement and
Disengagement – the three phases of terrorism
experienced by every single terrorist. Drawing
on new and exciting research from the past
decade, with new details from interviews with
terrorists ranging from al-Qaeda to left-wing
revolutionaries, biographies and autobiographies
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of former terrorists, and insights from historic
and contemporary terrorist attacks since 2005,
Horgan presents a fully revised and expanded
edition of his signature text. This new edition of
The Psychology of Terrorism will be essential
reading for students of terrorism and political
violence, and counterterrorism studies, and
recommended for forensic psychology,
criminology, international security and IR in
general.
Osama the Gun - Norman Spinrad 2016-11-15
THE NOVEL DEEMED TOO DANGEROUS TO
BE PUBLISHED IN AMERICA--IS FINALLY
PUBLISHED IN AMERICA! In this thoughtprovoking work set in the near future and first
published in 2007, Spinrad (Raising Hell) traces
the course of his protagonist’s life from naive
youth to veteran soldier... At its core, the book is
about a young man struggling with his faith and
the politics that are rightly or wrongly attached
to that faith, and his choices feel plausible even
to readers who would make very different ones. 5/32
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- Publishers Weekly, Starred Review OSAMA
THE GUN, set in a not-so-far future when the
"Sons of Osama" have established a powerful
Islamic Caliphate with Pakistani nuclear
weapons and Arabian oil money, is the story of
one of those "sons" of the martyr, a naive and
sincere young man who becomes a Caliphate
secret agent to escape its closed confines and
see the world -- and finds himself becoming the
reluctant hero of the title. Osama the Gun
becomes a terrorist leader on a small scale by
happenstance, a mercenary used by Islamic
forces fighting an American proxy invasion in
the oil lands of Nigeria, an iconic figure in the
manner of "El Che." All the while he charms the
reader as a likable, sincere, idealistic, and
sympathetic human doing very unsympathetic
things to the interests of the United States of
America. "I wanted the reader to hate the sin,
but love the sinner, because I felt it had to be
done, and since no one else seemed to be willing
to do it, I had to try to do it myself, come what
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

may. Because Islam was being confused with its
radical Middle Eastern jihadhis, and Arabs in
general with terrorists, and it seemed to me that
the alien jihadhist consciousness had to be
experienced from within and empathetically
understood. Which was why OSAMA THE GUN
had to be written, and why, as one foaming at
the mouth rejection letter predicted, no
American publisher would touch this book." -Norman Spinrad
Who Becomes a Terrorist and Why? - Rex A.
Hudson 2018-01-23
Who Becomes a Terrorist and Why? is the
shocking landmark government study that
predicted who would terrorize the United States
and how they would do it. In an attempt to
profile what members of society join terrorist
groups such and commit acts of violence, the
report drew on government documents that
profiled current and past terrorist cults and their
leaders. The study includes a glossary with
profiles of terrorist groups that wish harm the
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United States and also shows what means
terrorists had used so far to bring their vision
into reality, with tactics ranging from
kidnapping, hijacking, and sabotage, to the use
of nerve gas and suicide bombings. The evidence
clearly pointed to the escalation of hostilities,
and the report even speculated that Al-Qaeda
could use suicide bombers to crash-land aircraft
into government buildings and other landmarks.
This is the government study that correctly
predicted the events of September 11, 2001,
profiled the precursor groups to ISIS, and
identified into the methods used in lone wolf
attacks such as the San Bernadino shootings and
Pulse nightclub attack in Orlando. Find out who
becomes a terrorist, the psychology and
reasoning behind why they do so, and how they
will carry out their attacks in a study that
continues to be all too relevant. This is the
government study that correctly predicted the
events of September 11, 2001, profiled the
precursor groups to ISIS, and identified into the
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

methods used in lone wolf attacks such as the
San Bernadino shootings and Pulse nightclub
attack in Orlando. Find out who becomes a
terrorist, the psychology and reasoning behind
why they do so, and how they will carry out their
attacks in a study that continues to be all too
relevant.
What Terrorists Want - Louise Richardson
2007-11-13
“This is at the top of my list for best books on
terrorism.” –Jessica Stern, author of Terror in
the Name of God: Why Religious Militants Kill
How can the most powerful country in the world
feel so threatened by an enemy infinitely weaker
than we are? How can loving parents and
otherwise responsible citizens join terrorist
movements? How can anyone possibly believe
that the cause of Islam can be advanced by
murdering passengers on a bus or an airplane?
In this important new book, groundbreaking
scholar Louise Richardson answers these
questions and more, providing an indispensable
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guide to the greatest challenge of our age. After
defining–once and for all–what terrorism is,
Richardson explores its origins, its goals, what’s
to come, and what is to be done about it. Having
grown up in rural Ireland and watched her
friends join the Irish Republican Army,
Richardson knows from firsthand experience
how terrorism can both unite and destroy a
community. As a professor at Harvard, she has
devoted her career to explaining terrorist
movements throughout history and around the
globe. From the biblical Zealots to the medieval
Islamic Assassins to the anarchists who
infiltrated the cities of Europe and North
America at the turn of the last century, terrorists
have struck at enemies far more powerful than
themselves with targeted acts of violence. Yet
Richardson understands that terrorists are
neither insane nor immoral. Rather, they are
rational political actors who often deploy
carefully calibrated tactics in a measured and
reasoned way. What is more, they invariably go
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

to great lengths to justify their actions to
themselves, their followers, and, often, the
world. Richardson shows that the nature of
terrorism did not change after the attacks of
September 11, 2001; what changed was our
response. She argues that the Bush
administration’s “global war on terror” was
doomed to fail because of an ignorance of
history, a refusal to learn from the experience of
other governments, and a fundamental
misconception about how and why terrorists act.
As an alternative, Richardson offers a feasible
strategy for containing the terrorist threat and
cutting off its grassroots support. The most
comprehensive and intellectually rigorous
account of terrorism yet, What Terrorists Want
is a daring intellectual tour de force that allows
us, at last, to reckon fully with this major threat
to today’s global order. KIRKUS- starred review
"The short answer? Fame and payback, perhaps
even a thrill. The long answer? Read this
essential, important primer. Terrorist groups
8/32
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have many motives and ideologies, notes
Richardson (Executive Dean/Radcliffe Institute
for Advanced Study), but they tend to similar
paths: They are founded by mature, welleducated men but staffed by less learned and
certainly more pliable youths; they are fueled by
a sense of injustice and the conviction that only
they are morally equipped to combat it; they see
themselves as defenders and not aggressors;
they often define the terms of battle. And, of
course, this commonality: "Terrorists have
elevated practices that are normally seen as the
excesses of warfare to routine practice, striking
noncombatants not as an unintended side effect
but as a deliberate strategy." Thus massacres,
suicide bombings and assassinations are all in a
day's work. Richardson argues against Karl
Rove, who after 9/11 mocked those who tried to
understand the enemy, by noting that only when
authorities make efforts to get inside the minds
of their terrorist enemies do they succeed in
defeating them, as with the leadership of the
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

Shining Path movement in Peru. Still, as Rove
knows, if terrorists share a pathology, then so do
at least some of their victims: Once attacked,
people in democratic societies are more than
willing to trade freedom for security. Richardson
closes by offering a set of guidelines for
combating terrorism, with such easily
remembered rules as "Live by your principles"
and "Engage others in countering terrorists with
you"–observing, in passing, that the Bush
administration's attack on Iraq and subsequent
occupation will likely be remembered as serving
as a recruiting poster for still more terrorists.
How to win? Develop communities, settle
grievances, exercise patience and intelligence.
That said, watch for more terrorism to come:
"We are going to have to learn to live with it and
to accept it as a price of living in a complex
world."
__________________________________________________
_______________________________ “Louise
Richardson . . . has now produced the overdue
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and essential primer on terrorism and how to
tackle it. What Terrorists Want is the book many
have been waiting for.”—The New York Times
Book Review (Editor’s Choice) “Lucid and
powerful, Richardson’s book refutes the
dangerous idea that there’s no point in trying to
understand terrorists. . . . rich, readable.”—Los
Angeles Times Book Review “The kind of brisk
and accessible survey of terrorism-as-modus
operandi that has been sorely missing for the
past five years . . . [What Terrorists Want] ought
to be required reading as the rhetoric mounts
this campaign season.”—The American Prospect
“Richardson is one of the relative handful of
experts who have been studying the history and
practice of terrorism since the Cold War. . . .
This book is a welcome source of information.
It’s written by a true expert, giving her
measured thoughts.”—Christian Science Monitor
“Richardson’s clear language and deep humanity
make What Terrorists Want the one book that
must be read by everyone who cares about why
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

people resort to the tactic of
terrorism.”–Desmond M. Tutu, Archbishop
Emeritus “This is a book of hope. Terrorism, like
the poor, will always be with us in one form or
another. But given sensible policies, we can
contain it without destroying what we hold
dear.”–Financial Times “A passionate, incisive,
and groundbreaking argument that
provocatively overturns the myths surrounding
terrorism.”–Mary Robinson, former president of
Ireland and former UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights “In its lucid analysis and
summary, [What Terrorists Want] is simply the
best thing of its kind available now in this highly
crowded area.”–The Evening Standard “If a
reader has the time to read only one book on
terrorism, What Terrorists Want is that book.
Extensive historical knowledge, personal
contacts, enormous analytic skills, common
sense, and a fine mix of lucidity and clarity,
make of this work a most satisfying dissection of
terrorists’ motives and goals, and of the effects
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of September 11, 2001. Richardson also offers a
sharp critique of American counterterrorism
policies, and a sensible plan for better
ones.”–Stanley Hoffmann, Buttenwieser
University Professor, Harvard University “An
astonishingly insightful analysis by one of the
world’s leading authorities on terrorism, this
book is filled with wisdom–based not only on the
author’s extensive and long-term study of
terrorism but also on her experience growing up
in a divided Ireland.”–Jessica Stern, author of
Terror in the Name of God: Why Religious
Militants Kill “A wide-ranging, clear headed,
crisply written, cogently argued anatomy of
terrorist groups around the world.”–Peter
Bergen, senior fellow, New America Foundation,
and author of The Osama bin Laden I Know: An
Oral History of al Qaeda’s Leader “Among the
numerous books published on terrorism after the
9/11 attacks, Louise Richardson’s stands out as
an unusually wise, sensible, and humane
treatise. An engrossing and lucid book, which
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

hopefully will be read by many and spread its
unique spirit of realistic optimism.” –Ariel
Merari, Professor of Psychology, Tel Aviv
University “Thoughtful and stimulating . . .
Controversially, and indeed courageously,
[Richardson] argues that, instead of regarding
the terrorists–even al-Qaeda types–as mindless
and irrational creatures motivated by dark
forces of evil, it would be more constructive to
examine and seek to moderate some of the
grievances that drive previously normal and
even nondescript characters to kill and maim
innocent people they don’t even know.”–The
Irish Times “A textbook and a myth-buster . . .
[Richardson] is calling for nothing less than a
total re-evaluation of how we consider, and react
to, terrorism. . . . What Terrorists Want ought to
be on the bookshelf in every government office.
Certainly, for any student of international affairs
it is an essential reading.” –The Atlantic Affairs
Terrorism - National Research Council
2002-12-20
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The events and aftermath of September 11,
2001, profoundly changed the course of history
of the nation. They also brought the
phenomenon known as terrorism to the forefront
of the nation's consciousness. As it became thus
focused, the limits of scientific understanding of
terrorism and the capacity to develop policies to
deal with it became even more evident. The
objective of this report is to bring behavioral and
social science perspectives to bear on the
nature, determinants, and domestic responses to
contemporary terrorism as a way of making
theoretical and practical knowledge more
adequate to the task. It also identifies areas of
research priorities for the behavioral and social
sciences.
The Sociology and Psychology of Terrorism Federal Research Division Library of Congress
2013-06-26
The purpose of this study is to focus attention on
the types of individuals and groups that are
prone to terrorism in an effort to help improve
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

United States counterterrorist methods and
policies.
Terrorism Risk Assessment Instruments - R.
Corrado 2021-03-25
The search for a distinct "terrorist profile" has
been going on for many years, and while it is
generally agreed that nobody is born a terrorist,
there is plenty of disagreement about why a
person might become one. Whereas personal
and situational push and pull factors can be
combined to determine how and why young
people become involved in terrorism, preventing
an individual from following a path that ends in
violence without moral restraint poses an
enormous challenge, especially in an open
society. This book presents papers from the
NATO Advanced Research Workshop titled "A
Review of the Utility of Existing Terrorism Risk
Assessment Instruments and Policies: Is there
the Need for Possible New Approaches?", held in
Berlin, Germany, on 29-30 November 2019.
Researchers were asked to present papers for
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discussion sessions with invited participants and
practitioners from a number of NATO member
and partner countries. Various assessment
instruments for identifying problematic
individuals at an early stage were presented by
experts. It was generally agreed that, due to
cultural, religious and other differences, there is
no simple way to identify the relatively few highrisk individuals among the larger population of
politically radicalized but not necessarily violent
individuals who pose no threat. Framed by an
Introduction and Conclusion, the 16 chapters in
the book are divided into three parts: Theory
and Risk/Threat Assessment Instrument Policy
Themes; Implementation of Politically Motivated
Terrorism Protocols; and Personality
Traits/Disorders, Anti-State Terrorism Profiles
and the DSM-5 Personality Trait Instrument.
This practice-oriented book will be of interest to
all those tasked with protecting society from
some of its most dangerous members.
The Ethics and Efficacy of the Global War
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

on Terrorism - Charles P. Webel 2011-11-15
The Ethics and Efficacy of the Global War on
Terrorism is a collection of recent and
provocative articles by such influential figures as
Noam Chomsky and Scott Atran. It presents a
variety of perspectives and disciplines that
critically examine significant ethical issues
involved in the War on Terrorism. Concepts of
terrorism, counterterrorism, and antiterrorism
are explored within the context of how language
frames and controls definition of the problem,
potential solutions, viable actors, and outcomes.
This book provides in-depth analyses of moral
principles as applied to real-life events, as well
as facts and ideas that are missing or
underrepresented in the dominant narratives
found in public discourse. The editors establish
that there are viable nonviolent alternatives to
the global war on terrorism and outline eight
steps necessary to initiate a process of
understanding and reconciliation that promises
improved human security and sustainable peace.
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The Psychology of Radicalization and
Terrorism - Willem Koomen 2015-11-19
Terrorism and radicalization have a long history,
but in recent years their prominence has been a
particularly conspicuous and influential feature
of the global political landscape. This important
book presents an overview of the processes
involved in radicalization and terrorism, and
introduces a systematic framework which
captures the most crucial individual and social
factors involved in determining these processes.
The authors begin by considering the possible
role of prejudice, economic deprivation, and
discrimination, and the cognitive responses and
emotions they can trigger. Such responses tend
in turn to increase the importance of group
membership, and promote intergroup
differentiation and polarization, a process which
is often accompanied by more pronounced and
more extreme religious and ideological beliefs.
The book also describes the role of cultural
values and social climate in processes of
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

radicalization, as well as the role of personality
factors and demographics such as age and
marital status. As for violent terrorist action
itself, this final most radical stage is elicited by a
number of group factors such as groupthink,
isolation, and leadership. Certain cognitive
mechanisms – for example, dehumanizing the
target and attributing responsibility elsewhere –
can also provide excuses for violence. The book
explores why some groups turn to violence and
others don’t, and it addresses processes of
disengagement, deradicalization programs, and
other methods used to inhibit the spread of
radicalization and terrorism. The Psychology of
Radicalization and Terrorism takes a unique and
systematic approach to a vital topic, integrating
knowledge from diverse literatures, and using
social psychology as a basis for comprehending
human behaviour. It will be essential reading for
students and researchers from all disciplines
seeking a greater understanding of terrorism
and violent political conflict in all its forms.
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The History of Terrorism - Gérard Chaliand
2016-08-23
This authoritative work provides an essential
perspective on terrorism by offering a rare
opportunity for analysis and reflection at a time
of ongoing violence, threats, and reprisals. Some
of the best international specialists on the
subject examine terrorism’s complex history
from antiquity to the present day and find that
terror, long the weapon of the weak against the
strong, is a tactic as old as warfare itself.
Beginning with the Zealots of the first century
CE, contributors go on to discuss the Assassins
of the Middle Ages, the 1789 Terror movement
in Europe, Bolshevik terrorism during the
Russian Revolution, Stalinism, “resistance”
terrorism during World War II, and Latin
American revolutionary movements of the late
1960s. Finally, they consider the emergence of
modern transnational terrorism, focusing on the
roots of Islamic terrorism, al Qaeda, and the
contemporary suicide martyr. Along the way,
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they provide a groundbreaking analysis of how
terrorism has been perceived throughout
history. What becomes powerfully clear is that
only through deeper understanding can we fully
grasp the present dangers of a phenomenon
whose repercussions are far from over. This
updated edition includes a new chapter
analyzing the rise of ISIS and key events such as
the 2015 Paris attacks.
Root Causes of Terrorism - Tore Bjørgo
2004-08-02
This team of international experts analyses the
possibilities and limitations of preventing or
reducing terrorism by addressing the factors
that give rise to it and sustain it. The key
questions raised include: * what are the main
circumstances that provide preconditions for the
emergence of various types of terrorism? * what
are the typical precipitants that trigger terrorist
campaigns? * to what extent is it possible to
reduce the problem of terrorism by influencing
these causes and circumstances? * should we
15/32
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address those factors that sustain terrorist
campaigns rather than root causes? This book is
edited by Tore Bjørgo - Senior Research Fellow
at the Norwegian Institute of International
Affairs (NUPI), Professor and Research Director
at the Norwegian Police University College.
Islamist Terrorism in Europe - Petter Nesser
2018-09-01
Europe is still facing an increase in terrorist
plotting. This has led to growing security
concerns over the fallout of the Syrian conflict,
and the sizeable contingents of battle-hardened
European foreign fighters, who are seeking to
return home. This book provides a
comprehensive account of the rise of jihadist
militancy in Europe and offers a detailed
background for understanding the current and
future threat. Based on a wide range of new
primary sources, it traces the phenomenon back
to the late 1980s, and the formation of jihadist
support networks in Europe in the early 1990s.
Combining analytical rigor with empirical
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

richness, Petter Nesser offers a comprehensive
account of patterns of terrorist cell formation
and plots between 1995 and 2017. In contrast to
existing research which has emphasized social
explanations, failed immigration and homegrown
radicalism, this book highlights the transnational
aspects. It shows how jihadi terrorism in Europe
is intrinsically linked to and reflects the
ideological agendas of armed organizations in
conflict zones, and how entrepreneurial jihadveterans facilitate such trans-nationalization of
militancy.
Terrorist Hunter - Anonymous 2003-05-06
The remarkable memoir of an Iraqi woman who
escaped from captivity in Baghdad and became
America's leading undercover counter-terrorist
expert. Here is the story of an anonymous
counter-terrorism expert, a young woman, who,
in disguise, has penetrated front groups of antiAmerican terrorist organizations operating in
this country. In this edge-of-the-seat memoir, she
chronicles her escape from Iraq via Iran to
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Israel, following a great tragedy that befell her
family at the hands of Saddam Hussein. She also
details how she became involved in intelligence
gathering for the United States, her adoptive
country, while working for an antiterrorism
group. With her unique insights into how
terrorist groups veil their true operations by
various means, she was able to infiltrate and
identify dangerous terrorist organizations and
entities working undetected in the United
States. Terrorist Hunter provides fascinating
and shocking information on how federal
agencies, chiefly the FBI and the State Department, repeatedly ignored or mishandled
important information she provided. She reveals
her role in exposing terrorist supporters who the
White House considered to be friends, in
preventing the government from funding
terrorist activities, and in the deportation of
terrorists and their supporters. She also reveals
how she discovered a billion-dollar scheme that
rich Saudi Arabians set up to filter money to
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terrorist groups, through charities and
businesses in the United States -- information
that the FBI sat on for years, until after 9-11.
Preparing for the Psychological Consequences of
Terrorism - Institute of Medicine 2003-08-26
The Oklahoma City bombing, intentional
crashing of airliners on September 11, 2001, and
anthrax attacks in the fall of 2001 have made
Americans acutely aware of the impacts of
terrorism. These events and continued threats of
terrorism have raised questions about the
impact on the psychological health of the nation
and how well the public health infrastructure is
able to meet the psychological needs that will
likely result. Preparing for the Psychological
Consequences of Terrorism highlights some of
the critical issues in responding to the
psychological needs that result from terrorism
and provides possible options for intervention.
The committee offers an example for a public
health strategy that may serve as a base from
which plans to prevent and respond to the
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psychological consequences of a variety of
terrorism events can be formulated. The report
includes recommendations for the training and
education of service providers, ensuring
appropriate guidelines for the protection of
service providers, and developing public health
surveillance for preevent, event, and postevent
factors related to psychological consequences.
Terrorism - Laura K. Egendorf 2004
Provides essays offering varying opinions on
terrorism, covering such topics as the causes of
terrorism, antiterrorism legislation, war, and the
United Nations.
Terrorist Groups Are Aligning to Conduct Global
Terrorism - John R. Fraser 2003-12
Terrorism was once a topic limited to certain
sectors of the world, such as the Middle East or
South Africa. However, in recent years, it
appears that no one is safe in any part of the
globe. A growing number of countries must take
measures to protect citizens and visitors from
the threat of terrorism. The Unites States of
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

America is the latest addition to this list. It has
become evident in recent years that terrorism is
no longer a localized event, but rather an
increasing global problem. It has also become
obvious that terrorism requires a global solution
as well. Evidence has been mounting that
terrorist groups are beginning to connect and
form alliances. This gives them greater strength
and greater resources. It seems they are finding
common ground and are beginning to coordinate
efforts. This will be the topic of the proposed
research. The research contained in this
dissertation supports the formation of terrorist
coalitions by examining extensive information
contained in United States Department of State
Annual Reports on Patterns of Global Terrorism.
It examines the recent trend towards former
single terrorist organizations forming alliances
in order to conduct large-scale global acts of
terrorism. The findings of this report support the
thesis that terrorist groups indeed are
cooperating for the purposes of a common
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cause. The interconnectivity of financing and the
sharing of training grounds for these groups are
examined in detail. Better communications
technology has played a significant role in the
formation of these groups and the abilities of
these groups to conduct coordinated acts of
terrorism against multiple nations.
Crimes Committed by Terrorist Groups Mark S. Hamm 2011-01
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to
find publication. Examines terrorists¿
involvement in a variety of crimes ranging from
motor vehicle violations, immigration fraud, and
mfg. illegal firearms to counterfeiting, armed
bank robbery, and smuggling weapons of mass
destruction. There are 3 parts: (1) Compares the
criminality of internat. jihad groups with
domestic right-wing groups. (2) Six case studies
of crimes includes trial transcripts, official
reports, previous scholarship, and interviews
with law enforce. officials and former terrorists
are used to explore skills that made crimes
who-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

possible; or events and lack of skill that the
prevented crimes. Includes brief bio. of the
terrorists along with descriptions of their org.,
strategies, and plots. (3) Analysis of the themes
in closing arguments of the transcripts in Part 2.
Illus.
Why Are People Terrorists? - Alex Woolf 2005
Explores issues related to terrorism, such as
who becomes a terrorist and why, and options
such as the "War Against Terrorism" for fighting
against these acts of violence against innocent
people.
The Mind of the Terrorist - Jerrold M. Post
2007-12-10
In contrast to the widely held assumption that
terrorists as crazed fanatics, Jerrold Post
demonstrates they are psychologically "normal"
and that "hatred has been bred in the bone". He
reveals the powerful motivations that drive these
ordinary people to such extraordinary evil by
exploring the different types of terrorists, from
national-separatists like the Irish Republican
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Army to social revolutionary terrorists like the
Shining Path, as well as religious extremists like
al-Qaeda and Aum Shinrikyo. In The Mind of the
Terrorist, Post uses his expertise to explain how
the terrorist mind works and how this
information can help us to combat terrorism
more effectively.
I Will Not Surrender to Terrorism - Gijo
Vijayan 2016-07-23
I will not surrender to terrorism By Mr.Gijo
Vijayan. This book aims at preventing a person
from becoming a terrorist. The author aim at
killing the motive behind terrorism, whatever
may be the reason behind. Forgive and forget,
the world will be safer. An eye for an eye make
the whole world blind, said Mahatma Gandhi. If
you know anyone, who has extreme and radical
views on religion or any ideology, that cause
harm to society. This book can be an eye opener
to narrow minded people, who think I am right
and whole world is wrong. Stop revenge, forgive
and forget, the world will be safer. For nations
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to live in peace, stop quest for dominance, stop
trying to grab someone's land or sea. More
investment in military makes common people
suffer indirectly. Billions of dollars spent on
military expenses can be diverted for betterment
of the lives of people, if there is no friction
between nations. Billions of dollars spent on
atom bombs, missiles, ships, fighter planes etc
will eventually of no use to the betterment of
humanity. If a third world war occurs, there
won't be anyone left to celebrate victory, so it is
foolishness to wage war in the name of any
ideology or religion.There is only One way to
stop terrorism - Education. When millions of
people refuse to become terrorist at any cost - by
applying thought, the purpose of this book is
achieved. To kill terrorism, we must kill the
motivation behind terrorism. When you refuse to
become a terrorist, you make the world safer.
When millions of people around the world refuse
to become terrorists, we all win. So, take a
pledge today itself, -I will not become a terrorist.
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-I will not allow my kids to become terrorists. -I
will not change my mind, because of people or
circumstances around me. -No media, politics or
religion can manipulate me. -I will help
misguided people to leave the path of terrorism.
What Makes a Terrorist - Alan B. Krueger
2019-09-24
"Krueger proves...that terrorists are not
desperately poor killers but well-educated
politicians using violence to draw attention to
their 'market'--violent change."--Hernando de
Soto, author of The Mystery of Capital. Features
a new Introduction by the author.he author.
Pakistan Under Siege - Madiha Afzal
2018-01-02
Over the last fifteen years, Pakistan has come to
be defined exclusively in terms of its struggle
with terror. But are ordinary Pakistanis
extremists? And what explains how Pakistanis
think? Much of the current work on extremism
in Pakistan tends to study extremist trends in
the country from a detached position—a topwho-becomes-a-terrorist-and-why-the-psychology-and-sociology-of-terrorism

down security perspective, that renders a onedimensional picture of what is at its heart a
complex, richly textured country of 200 million
people. In this book, using rigorous analysis of
survey data, in-depth interviews in schools and
universities in Pakistan, historical narrative
reporting, and her own intuitive understanding
of the country, Madiha Afzal gives the full
picture of Pakistan’s relationship with
extremism. The author lays out Pakistanis’ own
views on terrorist groups, on jihad, on religious
minorities and non-Muslims, on America, and on
their place in the world. The views are not
radical at first glance, but are riddled with
conspiracy theories. Afzal explains how the two
pillars that define the Pakistani state—Islam and
a paranoia about India—have led to a regressive
form of Islamization in Pakistan’s narratives,
laws, and curricula. These, in turn, have shaped
its citizens’ attitudes. Afzal traces this outlook to
Pakistan’s unique and tortured birth. She
examines the rhetoric and the strategic actions
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of three actors in Pakistani politics—the military,
the civilian governments, and the Islamist
parties—and their relationships with militant
groups. She shows how regressive Pakistani
laws instituted in the 1980s worsened citizen
attitudes and led to vigilante and mob violence.
The author also explains that the educational
regime has become a vital element in shaping
citizens’ thinking. How many years one attends
school, whether the school is public, private, or a
madrassa, and what curricula is followed all
affect Pakistanis’ attitudes about terrorism and
the rest of the world. In the end, Afzal suggests
how this beleaguered nation—one with
seemingly insurmountable problems in
governance and education—can change course.
Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist
Incidents - Brent L. Smith 2011-01
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to
find publication. Explores whether sufficient
data exists to examine the temporal and spatial
relationships that existed in terrorist group
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planning, and if so, could patterns of
preparatory conduct be identified? About onehalf of the terrorists resided, planned, and
prepared for terrorism relatively close to their
eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for
1,205 days from the first planning meeting to
the date of the actual/planned terrorist incident.
The planning process for specific acts began 2-3
months prior to the terrorist incident. This study
examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in
the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the
potential to identify patterns of conduct that
might lead to intervention prior to the
commission of the actual terrorist incidents.
Illustrations.
The Root Causes of Terrorism - Mahmoud
Masaeli 2017-01-06
Fifteen years after the tragic events of 9/11,
bombs are still exploding and innocent people
are being killed by terrorist groups in both
western and Islamic societies. Most of these
sinisterly threatening events are motivated by
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religious claims, or are taking place in
religiously affected places. Is religion the main
cause of terrorism, or does terrorism still arise
because of leaders who brainwash and coach
future terrorists so that they kill under the
banner of religion? The religious imagination
seems to hold here an influential power in the
creation of ‘delusion’ to orient the ‘bigot’
believers toward fulfilling their religious duty
against those who are religious in a different
way or are not religious at all. Religion, in this
sense, is tightly allied with political aspirations.
In spite of the religious justification of the act of
killing, ‘enlightened’ religious leaders and
religious-minded people believe and argue that
religion is a source of love and affection.
Therefore, the sacred texts of religious tradition
must be read from a ‘humanist’ perspective
because the ultimate message of religion is
about the appreciation of the principle of
humanity. This is a growing attitude among
many religious people today who believe that
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God is merciful and compassionate, and never
orders resentment, violence, and killing of
innocent people. In addition, no true religious
tradition appreciates self-serving interpretations
promoting violence against others. If religion
disregards love, affection, and compassion as its
essence, it drops into the dire vortex of
ideological dogma, as it is in the case for the
Taliban, ISIS, Boko Haram, and Al-Shabab.
Therefore, any interpretation that admits
violence and killing would be a mere provincial
reading of the religious texts agitated by
purposeful intentions aimed at political goals.
This book investigates and addresses the root
causes of terrorism from a religious studies
perspective. The themes analysed and discussed
here mainly include a range of religious and
philosophical issues such as religious violence in
scriptural monotheism, radical interpretations of
religious texts, militancy and sacrifice,
apocalypticism and terrorism, and religious
terrorism today. The book brings together new
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approaches adopted by the authors to not only
trace the causes of terrorism in various religious
interpretations and realms, but also reach a
common definition of the main religious causes
beyond diverse perspectives, and advance
solutions against religious-inspired terrorism.
Radicalization to Terrorism - Sophia Moskalenko
2020-05-01
Terrorism and radicalization came to the
forefront of news and politics in the US after the
unforgettable attacks of September 11th, 2001.
When George W. Bush famously asked "Why do
they hate us?," the President echoed the
confusion, anger and fear felt by millions of
Americans, while also creating a politicized
discourse that has come to characterize and
obscure discussions of both phenomena in the
media. Since then the American public has lived
through a number of domestic attacks and
threats, and watched international terrorist
attacks from afar on television sets and
computer screens. The anxiety and
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misinformation surrounding terrorism and
radicalization are perhaps best detected in
questions that have continued to recur in the
last decade: "Are terrorists crazy?"; "Is there a
profile of individuals likely to become
terrorists?"; "Is it possible to prevent
radicalization to terrorism?" Fortunately, in the
two decades since 9/11, a significant body of
research has emerged that can help provide
definitive answers. As experts in the psychology
of radicalization, Sophia Moskalenko and Clark
McCauley propose twelve mechanisms that can
move individuals, groups, and mass publics from
political indifference to sympathy and support
for terrorist violence. Radicalization to
Terrorism: What Everyone Needs to Know
synthesizes original and existing research to
answer the questions raised after each new
attack, including those committed by radicalized
Americans. It offers a rigorously informed
overview of the insight that will enable readers
to see beyond the relentless news cycle to
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understand where terrorism comes from and
how best to respond to it.
Terror in France - Gilles Kepel 2017-05-09
The virulent new brand of Islamic extremism
threatening the West In November 2015, ISIS
terrorists massacred scores of people in Paris
with coordinated attacks on the Bataclan concert
hall, cafés and restaurants, and the national
sports stadium. On Bastille Day in 2016, an ISIS
sympathizer drove a truck into crowds of
vacationers at the beaches of Nice, and two
weeks later an elderly French priest was
murdered during morning Mass by two ISIS
militants. Here is Gilles Kepel's explosive
account of the radicalization of a segment of
Muslim youth that led to those attacks—and of
the failure of governments in France and across
Europe to address it. It is a book everyone in the
West must read. Terror in France shows how
these atrocities represent a paroxysm of violence
that has long been building. The turning point
was in 2005, when the worst riots in modern
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French history erupted in the poor, largely
Muslim suburbs of Paris after the accidental
deaths of two boys who had been running from
the police. The unrest—or "French
intifada"—crystallized a new consciousness
among young French Muslims. Some have fallen
prey to the allure of "war of civilizations"
rhetoric in ways never imagined by their parents
and grandparents. This is the highly anticipated
English edition of Kepel's sensational French
bestseller, first published shortly after the Paris
attacks. Now fully updated to reflect the latest
developments and featuring a new introduction
by the author, Terror in France reveals the truth
about a virulent new wave of jihadism that has
Europe as its main target. Its aim is to divide
European societies from within by instilling fear,
provoking backlash, and achieving the ISIS
dream—shared by Europe's Far Right—of
separating Europe's growing Muslim minority
community from the rest of its citizens.
Turning to Political Violence - Marc Sageman
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2017-06-22
Counterterrorism consultant Marc Sageman
examines the history and theory of political
violence in his comprehensive new book.
Seeking patterns across numerous key case
studies, Turning to Political Violence offers a
paradigm-shifting perspective that yields stark
new implications for the ways liberal
democracies should respond to terrorism.
Why Terrorist Groups Form International
Alliances - Tricia Bacon 2018-04-04
Terrorist groups with a shared enemy or
ideology have ample reason to work together,
even if they are primarily pursuing different
causes. Although partnering with another
terrorist organization has the potential to bolster
operational effectiveness, efficiency, and
prestige, international alliances may expose
partners to infiltration, security breaches, or
additional counterterrorism attention. Alliances
between such organizations, which are
suspicious and secretive by nature, must also
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overcome significant barriers to trust—the
exposure to risk must be balanced by the
promise of increased lethality, resiliency, and
longevity. In Why Terrorist Groups Form
International Alliances, Tricia Bacon argues that
although it may seem natural for terrorist
groups to ally, groups actually face substantial
hurdles when attempting to ally and, when
alliances do form, they are not evenly distributed
across pairs. Instead, she demonstrates that
when terrorist groups seek allies to obtain new
skills, knowledge, or capacities for resource
acquisition and mobilization, only a few groups
have the ability to provide needed training, safe
haven, infrastructure, or cachet. Consequently,
these select few emerge as preferable partners
and become hubs around which other groups
cluster. According to Bacon, shared enemies and
common ideologies do not cause alliances to
form but create affinity to bind partners and
guide partner selection. Bacon examines
partnerships formed by the Popular Front for the
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Liberation of Palestine, Al-Qaida, and Egyptian
jihadist groups, among others, in a series of case
studies spanning the dawn of international
terrorism in the 1960s to the present. Why
Terrorist Groups Form International Alliances
advances our understanding of the motivations
of terrorist alliances and offers insights useful to
counterterrorism efforts to disrupt these
dangerous relationships.
Does Terrorism Have a Gender? - The Place
of Women in Global Islamic Terrorism Hagar Figler 2008-08-24
Seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject
Politics - Miscellaneous, grade: 92, IDC (IDC),
course: Seminar, 19 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: In the western
world, the participation of women in higher
ranked positions is no longer questioned. The
equality between man and woman is considered
a given fact. However, in regards to terrorism,
the difference in gender is still considered an
issue, and femininity and masculinity plays a
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role. The gender theory, the significance of
being a man or a woman, has gone into new
dimensions, by affecting fundamental Islam and
giving terrorism a new identity. Years ago, the
occurrence of suicide bombings was considered
the embodiment of "evil", and had evoked from
the public consternation and incomprehension.
Today, these one-time occurrences have become
a recurrent trend, known as a martyr
phenomenon, heard daily on news. Up until
recently, most of the suicide bombers, known as
"Shahids", were men who committed the act in
order to be remembered in history and upon
being promised that it will lead them to
paradise. However today we see more and more
women, especially Muslim/Islamic women, who
decide to die as "female martyrs". Since the
attack on the World Trade Center in September
11, 2001, terrorism has become a matter of
every-day public issue, discussed as one of the
top topics in daily news. However, these
discussions rarely focus on the implication of
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gender on the issue, and Islamic terrorism is
intuitively perceived as "masculine" rather than
"feminine". When the issue of gender in the
Islamic world is finally brought up, the focus is
usually around the political and domestic
oppression of woman, an issue that has been
analyzed thoroughly by political scientists, legal
practitioners and historians from all
perspectives. However, rarely is the feminine
role, or lack thereof, discussed in the pretext of
terrorism. No public emphasis has been given to
the question, of how is it possible that th
From Child Terrorism to Peace Activism Jonathan Andre Matusitz 2022
This book examines the reasons for which
children join terrorist movements and how they
eventually become peace activists fighting the
very crimes that they once committed. The
transformation of child terrorists into peace
activists has received scant attention from
academics and practitioners alike. Particular
focus is placed on child jihadism, child terrorism
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in Africa and Latin America, child separatist
terrorism, and White child supremacism. These
five groups of child terrorists represent about
80% of the problem across the world. The text
serves as a primer for anti-terrorism and peace
activism for global social change. It includes
original, applied research and features personal
accounts from former child terrorists who
became peace activists themselves. One of the
nine chapters provides an in-depth thematic
analysis of the lives of 24 subjects (from all five
aforementioned groups). The analysis produced
four main themes that encapsulate the time and
effort that it takes to become a peace activist
today: metamorphosis, terrorist behavior,
disillusionment, and anti-terrorist behavior. The
book ends with multiple solutions from the
perspective of social work, including the
reintegration of former child terrorists into
society. From Child Terrorism to Peace Activism
is a resource of deep and broad appeal. The text
is essential reading for upper-level
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undergraduate and Master’s students in political
science, military studies, international relations,
international law, and peace and conflict studies.
It can be pertinent reading for students and
instructors in international social work
contemplating social work-related solutions to
rehabilitate former child terrorists and child
soldiers into society through peace activism,
anti-terrorist endeavors, and other sociopsychological methods that will produce social
change. The text also would appeal to faculty
and students in childhood studies with an
interest in child terrorism, child development,
and child trauma and resilience. Given the
essentials, depth, and possibilities that the book
offers, it is a useful resource for audiences
within counterterrorism institutes, national
security agencies, and academic think-tanks.
Information on motives, strategies, radicalization
processes, and recruitment methods used by
terrorist organizations as well as their effects on
various audiences will draw readers from law
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enforcement agencies and institutions.
Sacred Terror: How Faith Becomes Lethal Daniel E. Price 2012-07-19
This book places the current wave of religionbased terrorism in a historical perspective,
explaining why religion is associated with
terrorism, comparing religion-based terrorism to
other forms of terrorism, and documenting how
religion-based terrorism is a product of powerful
political, socioeconomic, and psychological
forces.
Terrorism in Southeast Asia - Bruce Vaughn
2010-11
Contents: (1) The Rise of Islamist Militancy in
Southeast Asia: Overview; The Rise of Al Qaeda
in Southeast Asia; (2) The Jemaah Islamiya (JI)
Network: History of JI; JI¿s Relationship to Al
Qaeda; JI¿s Size and Structure; (3) Indonesia:
Recent Events; The Bali Bombings and Other JI
attacks in Indonesia; The Trial and Release of
Baasyir; (4) The Philippines: Abu Sayyaf; The
MILF; The Philippine Communist Party; (5)
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Thailand: Southern Insurgency; Current
Government¿s Approach; Little Evidence of
Transnational Elements; (6) Malaysia: Recent
Events; A Muslim Voice of Moderation; Maritime
Concerns; Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in
Malaysia; Terrorist Groups in Malaysia;
Malaysia¿s Counter-Terrorism Efforts; (7)
Singapore: U.S.-Singapore Coop.
Weapons of Mass Psychological Destruction and
the People Who Use Them - Larry C. James Ph.D.
2015-12-01
A must-read for every concerned citizen, this
absorbing book goes inside the mind of the
psychological terrorist to look at what motivates
him to act and to choose the weapon he does. •
Details the science and psychology of WMPD in
relation to chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear, and explosive weapons, explaining why
a terrorist chooses a specific type of a weapon •
Examines who becomes a WMPD terrorist and
why • Highlights how and why a suicide bomber
is made as well as how, why, and where he will
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kill to do the most psychological damage •
Includes case examples drawn from interviews
with terrorists at Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib
and from analysis of events including the Boston
Marathon bombing • Lays out prevention
strategies that can decrease the likelihood of an
attack
The Muslims Are Coming! - Arun Kundnani
2014-03-18
Death came instantly to Imam Luqman, as four
FBI agents fired semiautomatic rifles at him
from a few feet away. Another sixty officers
surrounded the building on that October
morning, the culmination of a two-year
undercover investigation that had infiltrated the
imam’s Detroit mosque. The FBI quickly claimed
that Luqman Abdullah was “the leader of a
domestic terrorist group.” And yet, caught on
tape, he had refused to help “do something”
violent, as it might injure innocents, and no
terrorism charges were ever lodged against him.
Jameel Scott thought he was exercising his
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rights when he went to challenge an Israeli
official’s lecture at Manchester University. But
the teenager’s presence at the protest with
fellow socialists made him the subject of police
surveillance for the next two years.
Counterterrorism agents visited his parents, his
relatives, his school. They asked him for
activists’ names and told him not to attend
demonstrations. They called his mother and told
her to move the family to another neighborhood.
Although he doesn’t identify as Muslim, Jameel
had become another face of the presumed
homegrown terrorist. The new front in the War
on Terror is the “homegrown enemy,” domestic
terrorists who have become the focus of
sprawling counterterrorism structures of
policing and surveillance in the United States
and across Europe. Domestic surveillance has
mushroomed—at least 100,000 Muslims in
America have been secretly under scrutiny.
British police compiled a secret suspect list of
more than 8,000 al-Qaeda “sympathizers,” and
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in another operation included almost 300
children fifteen and under among the potential
extremists investigated. MI5 doubled in size in
just five years. Based on several years of
research and reportage, in locations as disparate
as Texas, New York, and Yorkshire, and written
in engrossing, precise prose, this is the first
comprehensive critique of counterradicalization
strategies. The new policy and policing
campaigns have been backed by an industry of
freshly minted experts and liberal
commentators. The Muslims Are Coming! looks
at the way these debates have been transformed
by the embrace of a narrowly configured and illconceived antiextremism.
Terrorists, Victims and Society - Andrew Silke
2003-11-14
In today's climate, these is a powerful need for a
balanced, expert and accessible account of the
psychology of terrorists and terrorism. Written
by an expert team of psychologists and
psychiatrists, these contributors have direct
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experience of working with terrorists, victims
and those tasked with the enormous
responsibility of attempting to combat terrorism.
The first section focuses on terrorists as
individuals and as groups and provides a
balanced and objective insight into the
psychology of terrorists; what their motivations
are and what keeps them involved in terrorist
groups. The second section explores the huge
question of the impact of terrorism; the direct
and indirect affect on victims; how societies
respond and how political leaders handle the
threat and consequences of terrorism. The final
section focuses on the question of how to
respond to terrorist threat. The most up-to-date
account of our understanding of terrorists, their
psychology and the impact they have on the
world around them Written by leading world
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experts on terrorist psychology A complete view
of terrorism - looks at the terrorists themselves,
their victims and society as a whole
Radicalization to Terrorism - Sophia
Moskalenko 2020
"In the recent years, terrorism and radicalization
have (unfortunately) become something of a
regular topic in the news, in movies and TV
shows, and even in dinnertime conversations. It
seems like everyone knows something and has a
theory or two to explain the growing number of
terrorist attacks around the world. Some blame
it on Muslims, some on the news media and the
Internet, and some on the CIA and the U.S.
government. It has become difficult to judge the
quality of all this information. Thus, it makes
sense to ask for credentials of the messengers"--
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